You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for HUSQVARNA T500 RH.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the HUSQVARNA T500 RH in the user manual (information, specifications, safety
advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@Before using your cultivator, please make sure you have understood the contents of this manual. Otherwise you could be injured and your equipment
could be damaged. @@ european safety standards. @@ 4. Never let the cultivator be used by children, or by anyone unfamiliar with the instructions. There
may be national laws which restrict the age of users. 5. Do not use the cultivator: - When there are people (especially children) or animals nearby, - If you
have taken medicine or any other substance that Familiarise yourself with how the cultivator and its controls work, before using it. Use the cultivator for the
purpose it is meant for - digging the ground. Any other use may be dangerous and may damage the machine.
3. Your cultivator was designed to meet the current May slow your reflexes or reduce your vigilance, - Without the mud-guard or protective covers, - On land
with a greater than 10-degree (17%) slope. 6. It is the user's responsibility to evaluate potential risk from the land to be tilled. @@ 7.
@@ 8. Check the condition of the cultivator before you use it. Make sure all nuts and screws are tightened. Do not smoke when filling the tank or when
handling petrol. @@- Do not start the motor when there is spilled petrol about.
@@ 11. Take care when you start the motor; follow the instructions and keep your feet away from blades. 12. Do not run the motor in an enclosed space
where the exhaust (containing carbon monoxide) might accumulate. This can knock you out or even kill. Make sure there is good ventilation. 13. Wear tightfitting clothing and stout shoes with non-slip soles which cover the foot entirely. If any of the following happens, first stop the motor and remove the cable
from the spark plug: - Whenever you have to adjust the blades, - Whenever you clean, service or repair the cultivator, - If you hit a foreign body, inspect the
machine to see if it has been damaged. Carry out any necessary repairs before continuing work.
- If the cultivator starts vibrating in an abnormal way, immediately look for the cause of the trouble and make any necessary repairs. 16. @@Work across the
lie of the land, never uphill or downhill. 18. @@@@Take particular care when in reverse. 19. @@ 20. @@ 21. When tilling stony ground, use low speed.
22.
@@ 23. Wear thick gloves when fitting or removing the blades. 24. Work only in daylight or in good artificial light. 25.
Do not use the cultivator with worn or used parts. Should be replaced, not mended. use authorised spares. @@@@ 27. @@@@ 28.
@@@@Wherever you store it, let the motor cool down first. 30. Turn the motor off before transporting the cultivator. Do not try to lift it on your own. Ask
two other people to help, lifting by holding on to the handlebars and the blade axles. Wear gloves to protect your hands, and keep the machine upright. 31.
Keep all nuts and screws tight for safety. Tenance is important both for safety's sake and to sustain the machine's performance. 32.
When cultivating slopes, the user must ensure that there is nobody within a 20-yard radius. The user himself MUST keep hold of the machine's handlebars. 33.
@@ 34. @@ 35. @@ 36. The cultivator can be fitted with certain accessories. @@The use of unsuitable accessories may be unsafe. 37. Every time you use
the cultivator with an accessory, carefully read the fitting instructions and the user's manual provided.
- Do not use without protective cover (rotating parts) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - Accelerator control - Petrol tank - Manual starter - Anchor tine - Blade guards Forward control - Handlebar adjuster - Air filter 9 10 11 12 13 14 - Oil gauge and filler cap - Travelling wheel - Motor cut-out switch - Forward and reverse
gear lever - Rotary blades - Plant protection disks A B C D E F G H - Nominal power - Weight in kilograms - Serial number - Year of manufacture - Type of
cultivator - Manufacturer's name and address - EC identifier - Maximum motor speed - Adjust the height and lateral position of the handlebars to suit yourself
before tightening the nut (1). Do not tighten nut (4), to allow the wheel to be raised and lowered freely. Do not use blades of greater than 320 mm diameter or
with a tilling width greater than 850 mm. Make sure there are no obstacles behind you, and reduce speed before engaging gear. You MUST release the clutch
before changing gear (3).
@@@@If they will not turn, contact our regional dealer. @@Measurement of vibration on the operator's hands Measurement of acoustic pressure on the
operator's ears Weight of the cell Transmission Handlebars Tiller blades Réglable en hauteur et en déport Adjustable for height and sideways movement
Cultivating width: 590 mm with four sets of blades and disks 840 mm with 6 sets of blades and disks. .
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